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A sample blog post (spec) for St. Louis Pet Rescue. The idea is to keep the actions of the Pet 
Rescue in front of supporters more often than once a year with the newsletter. Note – as a spec 
project, much of this material is invented but is based on real actions taken by the Pet Rescue in 
the past year. 
 
 
August 15, 2017 
 
Good morning, pet lovers and friends of all leg counts! Meg Ryan, Executive Director of 
St. Louis Pet Rescue, here with another quick update about all the good that we’re 
seeing these days.  
 

Successes 
 
Did you know that we had 14 animals adopted in the last two weeks? Bella, Champ, 
Scout, Mazie, Pucker, and Big Ben are all happily barking in their new homes. Princess, 
Cinder, Petal, Anna, Asher, Aspen, and Bernadette are purring and rubbing up against 
the legs of their new families. And even Chuck, the parakeet found abandoned in 
March, fostered and nursed back to health, has begun singing cheerfully with Travis H., 
his new boy. Congratulations all! 
 
Plus, we had another outrageously positive adoption outreach event at the Des Peres 
PetCo. We spoke to over 50 humans interested in adding furry love to their homes, gave 
out dozens of free treats, and signed up at least 20 of you to our e-mail list. Well done! 

 
Profiles 

 
Hope you’re ready for a huge dose of cute! This guy is Bailey, a domestic shorthair, who 
has been in foster care for about three months now. He still has his claws (yay!) [link 

opens new tab on the page “What Declawing Means”] and loves to snuggle. He gets along well 
with other pets and kids, and could be a super addition to your family.  
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Bailey cuddled up in a foster home 

 
Find out how to adopt Bailey or any of the other wonderful rescue animals here. [link 

opens new tab on the page “Adopt”] 
 
 
And this is Chastity, sporting our new St Louis Pet Rescue t-shirt. Chastity has been 
volunteering for six years now, starting with posting flyers on the walls of local 
businesses before she was old enough to foster! Once she turned eighteen, though…  
 

 
Chastity at a local adoption outreach event 

 
“I’ve fostered eight cats and three dogs with Pet Rescue. It’s always so invigorating to 
me to see them find wonderful forever homes. I tell everyone I can about volunteering. 
There’s so many opportunities, not just fostering.”  
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If you’d like to see the choices open to you, click here [link opens new tab on the page 

“Volunteer”] and check out the many options. 
 
 

By The Numbers 
 

Occasionally we list some interesting stats for our readers. So far in 2017, we have had: 
 
210 Cat adoptions 
119 Dog adoptions 

1 Bird adoption (😉) 
397 bags of cat food 
donated 

220 bags of dog food 
donated 
147 homes on foster list 
867 volunteer hours 
19 local businesses 
partners 

2 appearances on “FOX2 
News In the Morning” 
16 blog posts 
0 unwanted animals!!!

 
 

Two Easy Ways to Help 
 

The easiest way to help St. Louis Pet Rescue is by word of mouth! Won’t you please 
send this on [creates new e-mail with subject line “Hey, check out St. Louis Pet Rescue!”] to someone 
who might be interested? 
 
And the second-easiest way to help is to donate. Your support helps provide foster care 
for hundreds of wonderful St. Louis area animals. Donate now [link to PayPal donation 

page, with $25, $50, and $75 radio buttons, the $50 pre-selected.] via PayPal, or bring one of these 
items [links opens new tab on the “donatable items” page] to one of these locations [link opens new 

tab on the “drop-off locations” page].  
 
Thank you for your continued support. The St. Louis Pet Rescue couldn’t do it without 
you. 
 


